Modern Flames was established in 2008 and has quickly become the innovative leader in contemporary electric fireplace design and technology. After pioneering the linear electric fireplace throughout North America, Modern Flames brand has skyrocketed with many firsts to market which include: the first linear recessed electric fireplace, the first fully-built-in electric fireplace, the first outdoor electric and now the first steam electric fireplace. Modern Flames has reinvented the electric fireplace look with its NEW Hybrid-FX™ flame technology. Modern Flames’ products have gained notoriety with architects, designers, builders and homeowners for its unbelievable life-like flame appearance, ease of installation and affordable cost to the builder compared to wood and gas. With global movement into greener building and high efficiency products, Modern Flames’ new FusionFire™ technology allows consumers to achieve the look of a fireplace without sacrificing the realism of a real fire. With a new corporate headquarters and expanded warehouse in Phoenix, Arizona, along with its new steam technology, Modern Flames continues to be a leader in the electric fireplace industry. Modern Flames is innovating the industry standards of tomorrow.
The Sunset Charred Oak Electric Logs set is the industry’s first battery powered and Wi-Fi enabled electric logs. This electric log set is designed to simply be unpackaged and installed into any existing wood burning fireplace without the hassle of running a electrical line. The Sunset Charred Oak features High Definition resin log detail, unsurpassed bark detail, 8 color paint scheme, Realistic LED ember bed, 6 stage lighting intensity and flame settings, hidden manual controls & Wi-Fi capability. Never has it been easier to add a full featured electric log set to your wood burning fireplace.

**STANDARD FEATURES**

- High Definition Resin Log Detail
- 8 Color Log Paint Scheme
- Realistic LED Ember Bed
- 6 Stage Lighting Intensity and Flame Settings
- Hidden Manual Controls
- Wi-Fi Capability

**HIGH DEFINITION RESIN LOG & BARK DETAIL**

- 26" LOG
  - Dimensions: 12.25" Height, 25.5" Width, 13.5" Depth

**OPTIONAL BATTERY PACK & CHARGER**

- 10 hours of use
- Optional Lithium Ion Battery Pack

**DIMENSIONS**

- 20" LOG
  - Dimensions: 10" Height, 29.5" Width, 10" Depth
ZCR2 INSERT
Electric Fireplace Insert

The ZCR2 Series is specifically designed to insert into an existing 30” – 42” wood burning fireplace and provide a beautiful and economical substitute to a gas log set or gas insert. Simply run power to your fireplace & insert the ZCR2 into the firebox without the need of screws or attaching hardware. The ZCR2 comes standard with new canyon driftwood logs & contemporary glacier glass for a traditional or contemporary look. A standard 4800 BTU heater & touch screen controls with a remote are all included. Finish off the ZCR2 with one of five different trim options to fit a plethora of unique firebox openings.

OPTIONAL TRIM KITS

Trim Kit: TK-ZCR2-3222
Trim Kit: TK-ZCR2-3824
Trim Kit: TK-ZCR2-4326

ZCR2 DIMENSIONS

REMOTE CONTROL
Separate controls for on/off & variable heat & variable flame.

TRIM KIT
Separate trim kits for on/off & variable heat & variable flame.

ZCR2 SERIES
Available in Black or Brushed Bronze

STANDARD FEATURES

- Realistic Flame Appearance
- Easy Access Push Button controls
- 1400 Watt /4800 BTU Heater
- Fits into Existing ZC Fireboxes
- Glowing LED Canyon Juniper Log Set
- 3 Stage Flame Brightness
- Can be Installed Beneath a TV
- Remote Control

Details:

- Low profile design for easy installation
- Energy efficient operation
- Quiet operation
- Versatile trim options for a personalized look

UPGRADE STOLL DOORS

Available in Black or Brushed Bronze
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INNOVATING THE INDUSTRY STANDARDS OF TOMORROW